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Abstract: With the rise of big data analytics, learning analytics has become a major trend for improving the quality
of education. Learning analytics is a methodology for helping students to succeed in the classroom; the principle is to
predict student’s academic performance at an early stage and thus provide them with timely assistance. Accordingly,
this study used multiple linear regression (MLR), a popular method of predicting students’ academic performance, to
establish a prediction model. Moreover, we combined MLR with principal component analysis (PCA) to improve the
predictive accuracy of the model. Traditional MLR has certain drawbacks; specifically, the coefficient of determination
(R2) and mean square error (MSE) measures and the quantile-quantile plot (Q-Q plot) technique cannot evaluate the
predictive performance and accuracy of MLR. Therefore, we propose predictive MSE (pMSE) and predictive mean
absolute percentage correction (pMAPC) measures for determining the predictive performance and accuracy of the
regression model, respectively. Analysis results revealed that the proposed model for predicting students’ academic
performance could obtain optimal pMSE and pMAPC values by using six components obtained from PCA.

Keywords: learning analytics, multiple linear regression, principal component analysis

1. Introduction

In recent years, educators have applied learning analytics to
improve the quality of teaching and learning. In Europe and the
United States, the Horizon Report has annually investigated the
benefits and methods of learning analytics since 2011. The Hori-
zon Report: Edition 2011 proposed that the goal of learning ana-
lytics is to enable human tailoring of students’ responses through
adapting learning content and assisting at-risk students at the right
time [1]. With the prominence of big data analytics, the Horizon
Report: Edition 2016 proposed learning analytics to become the
future trend in education [2]. Learning analytics is a process of
measuring and analyzing learning data collected from learning
environments [3], [4], [5]. Predicting students’ learning perfor-
mance is one of the main research topics in learning analytics.
For example, Hu et al. collected data from 300 students and es-
tablished a student risk prediction model. Experimental results
revealed a 95% accuracy in predicting students’ passing or fail-
ure rates based on 1–4 weeks of data [6]. Meier et al. designed a
neighborhood selection process to predict students’ grades. They
claimed that the proposed algorithm achieved 76% accuracy [7].
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After predicting the students’ final performance, Purdue Univer-
sity designed and implemented “Course Signals” [8], an early
warning solution to increase students’ success by early risk iden-
tification. Moreover, learning analytics were combined with var-
ious strategies such as computer-supported collaborative learning
(CSCL). For example, Van Leeuwen et al. developed a chat tool
wherein the instructor can decide when to intervene in the group
discussion based on the results of text emotion analysis [9]. Lu
et al. developed a pair programming tool, wherein the instruc-
tors can provide timely intervention according to the engagement
measurement results [10].

Several researchers have applied multiple linear regression
(MLR) to predict students’ learning performance [11], [12], [13],
[14], [15], [16] or to identify at-risk students by predicting the
course pass or fail [17], [18], [19]. With the rapid growth of infor-
mation technology, the number of collected data variables from
blended learning environments has also increased considerably.
However, the number of used variables considerably affects the
goodness of fit of the prediction model obtained using MLR. For
predicting students’ learning performance by using MLR, several
researchers have reduced the number of variables through select-
ing some variables with higher predictive power [17], [18], [19].
Therefore, the aim of the current study was to investigate whether
MLR is suitable for predicting students’ academic performance
by using a multivariable learning profile collected from the pro-
posed blended calculus course.

The traditional measures used in MLR include mean square
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error (MSE), coefficient of determination (R2), and quantile-
quantile plot (Q-Q plot). These measures can only measure the
goodness of fit of a regression model but cannot evaluate the pre-
diction performance of MLR. In the field of education, it is dif-
ficult for teachers to determine whether the prediction results of
MLR are credible through these measures. Therefore, it is neces-
sary to define performance measures when using MLR to build a
prediction model. Accordingly, this study focused on designing
performance measures to measure the prediction performance of
a regression model.

To reduce teachers’ intervention, providing higher predictive
accuracy to teachers is necessary. For predicting students’ learn-
ing performance, several researchers have focused on how to im-
prove the predictive accuracy. Therefore, this study investigated
methods of improving the predictive accuracy of regression mod-
els, and attempted to answer the following research questions:
• RQ1: Is MLR suitable for predicting students’ academic

performance by using a multivariable learning profile col-
lected from the proposed blended calculus course?

• RQ2: Is it possible to improve the predictive accuracy of the
proposed MLR process?

2. Literature Review

MLR is a predictive analysis method based on the multivariate
statistical technique, and it has been widely used in education.
The number of variables has a considerable influence on the per-
formance of the MLR process. The MSE and R2 measures and the
Q-Q plot technique have been used for evaluating the goodness
of fit of regression models [20]. However, these measures cannot
evaluate predictive performance of regression model. Therefore,
providing more robust performance measures to teachers in the
field of education is necessary.

For measuring prediction error, the mean absolute percentage
error (MAPE) is calculated to measure the prediction error per-
centage of a prediction model [21], [22]. The MAPE is one of
the most commonly used methods for evaluating prediction error.
The lower the MAPE value is, the lower is the prediction error of
the prediction model. Therefore, this study proposes the predic-
tive mean absolute percentage correction (pMAPC) based on the
calculus concept of MAPE.

On the basis of the covariance matrix of the data, princi-
pal component analysis (PCA) is typically used to determine
uncorrelated eigenvectors through singular value decomposition
and set the eigenvectors as the principal components of the
data [23], [24]. The determined components can be used as a new
variable set with higher discriminative power in a linear regres-
sion. Some researchers have proposed that predictive accuracy
of MLR can be improved using PCA [25], [26], [27]. Therefore,
this study combined PCA with MLR to improve the predictive
accuracy. In addition, this study applied MAPC to measure the
predictive accuracy of the regression model.

3. Blended Calculus Course

3.1 Participants
Fifty-eight university freshmen from Northern Taiwan partici-

pated in this study, which was conducted from September 2015
to February 2016. This experiment was conducted in a course
named United Classes of Calculus. The participants comprised
33 male and 25 female students. Students learned calculus in the
proposed blended learning course.

3.2 Learning Activities in Blended Calculus Course
To improve the quality of teaching and learning, the proposed

blended calculus course combined an online learning environ-
ment and an online practice environment with classroom teach-
ing of calculus. The learning activities of the proposed blended
calculus course comprised previewing online learning materials,
instructing calculus, practicing online exercises, practicing home-
work, and quizzes. The learning data in the proposed course were
collected by recording students’ clickstreams in the online course
platform and online calculus practice environment. In addition to
enriching the dataset, we collected the obtained learning grades
in the quizzes and homework. The detailed information about the
collected learning data is described in the next section.

The proposed blended calculus course was aimed at develop-
ing students’ mathematics ability through the proposed learning
activities. In this study, a Chinese version of Open edX *1 was
built to enable students to preview the online learning materials
before class, after which the teacher instructed the subject in the
class. To continue the learning behavior after class, the students
performed online exercises and homework as part of their learn-
ing activities. A calculus online learning environment, namely
Maple T.A. *2, was built for students to engage in online calcu-
lus learning activity. Moreover, the teacher assigned homework
to the students to continue the learning behavior after class. For
measuring students’ learning performance, the teacher adminis-
tered a quiz to the students every 2 weeks. We collected learning
data from the applied online learning environments to analyze the
learning behavior. Furthermore, we built a model for students’
academic performance prediction by combining PCA and MLR.

4. Methodology

4.1 Data Collection
In the proposed blended calculus course, we collected learning

data from Open edX and Maple T.A. We collected the students’
video-viewing behavior and exercise grades from Open edX and
Maple T.A., respectively. To predict students’ academic perfor-
mance, we built a model for predicting students’ final grades.

4.2 Datasets of Learning Activity and Learning Variables
For the datasets of learning activity, the students’ learning data

collected in this study comprised video-viewing behavior in Open
edX, exercises in Maple T.A., homework completion, and the
quiz grades. For guiding students to continue learning calculus,
the instructor assigned paper-format homework exercises to the
students every 2 weeks. To measure the learning performance
for each learning topic, the instructor administered a quiz in the
class every 2 weeks. The proposed blended calculus course lasted
18 weeks; that is, there were nine homework assignments and

*1 https://open.edx.org/
*2 https://www.maplesoft.com/products/mapleta/
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Fig. 1 Example of tracking logs for a pause video in JSON format.

Fig. 2 Procedures involved in proposed student academic performance pre-
diction model.

nine quizzes. For collecting learning data from homework and
quizzes, we recorded the average grades obtained by the students
in the homework assignments and quizzes. For collecting the ex-
ercise practice data, we recorded the average grade obtained in
the online exercises in Maple T.A.

For collecting learning data from Open edX, we used Open
edX Pipeline to retrieve the students’ numerous learning actions
from the tracking logs in Open edX. Open edX Pipeline is an
open-source project that is fully integrated with analysis tools
such as Apache HDFS, Jenkins, and MySQL. Figure 1 shows an
example of tracking logs in JSON format. This study applied 27
variables extracted from Open edX and Maple T.A., homework
and quiz.

4.3 Procedures Involved in Student Academic Performance
Prediction Model

The procedures involved in developing the proposed stu-
dent academic performance prediction model entailed a data-
preprocessing phase, modeling phase, and evaluation phase
(Fig. 2). The data preprocessing phase involved missing value
imputation, data integration, and data normalization. The model-
ing phase entailed the execution of PCA and MLR. Finally, the
evaluation phase comprised model evaluation and cross valida-
tion.
4.3.1 Data Preprocessing Phase

The data preprocessing phase entailed extracting and trans-

forming unstructured data to structured data to simplify the analy-
sis. The data integration process focused on integrating the learn-
ing data derived from Open edX, Maple T.A., homework, and
quizzes to generate the proposed 27 learning variables. The data
normalization process was applied to redefine the range of data
values in a smaller and specific range, because the range of var-
ious data values may be excessively wide. We normalized the
range of the proposed 27 variables from 1 to 10.
4.3.2 Modeling Phase

The modeling phase entailed building the student academic
performance prediction model. Accordingly, we combined MLR
and PCA. First, PCA was applied to reduce the number of inde-
pendent variables by extracting a new variable set from the origi-
nal variable set. After performing PCA, MLR could be executed
to build the student academic performance prediction model by
using the factor scores of the components extracted through PCA.
4.3.3 Evaluation Phase

The evaluation phase involved measuring the performance of
the proposed student academic performance prediction model.
This phase involved model evaluation and cross validation. The
model evaluation and cross-validation processes are described as
follows:
• Model evaluation: By using MLR to build the students’ aca-

demic performance prediction model, we could use the MSE
and R2 measures and the Q-Q plot technique to evaluate the
goodness of fit of the regression model. A smaller MSE in-
dicates a higher model goodness of fit. A closer R2 value to
1.0 indicates a higher model goodness of fit.

• Cross evaluation: Cross validation is a model validation
technology that combines the average measured values to
derive the estimated value of prediction performance and
accuracy of the prediction model. In cross validation, 10-
fold cross validation with shuffling is performed to measure
the prediction performance and accuracy of the prediction
model. In 10-fold cross validation with shuffling, the origi-
nal data are first shuffled, after which the original dataset is
partitioned into 10 equal-sized subsets. Among the 10 sub-
sets, 1 is selected as the testing set and the remaining 9 are
selected as the training sets. The prediction regression model
can be built using the training set. The prediction perfor-
mance and accuracy of the prediction model can be calcu-
lated using the testing set. Each of the 10 subsets must be
set exactly once as the test set. The average of the 10 results
for the prediction model can be considered as the estimated
value of the prediction performance and accuracy.
The traditional MSE and R2 measures and Q-Q plot tech-
nique cannot measure the prediction performance and accu-
racy of regression models. Therefore, we propose predictive
MSE (pMSE) and predictive mean absolute percentage cor-
rection (pMAPC) for measuring the model prediction per-
formance and accuracy, respectively. We applied 10-fold
cross validation with shuffling to calculate the pMSE and
pMAPC values. We modified the MSE and thus obtained
pMSE to calculate the prediction performance by using the
testing data in cross validation. MAPE was used to measure
the prediction error percentage of the prediction model. By
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modifying the MAPE, we derived the pMAPC measure to
determine the accuracy of the prediction model. The defini-
tions of pMSE and pMAPC are shown in Eqs. (1) and (2),
respectively.

pMS E =
1

ntest

i=1∑

ntest

(pi − ai)
2 , pi ∈ ptest, ai ∈ A (1)

pMAPC = 1 − 1
ntest

i=1∑

ntest

∣∣∣∣∣
pi − ai

ai

∣∣∣∣∣ , pi ∈ ptest, ai ∈ A (2)

The set A = {a1, a2, ..., an} comprises the actual academic
grades of students. The symbol ntest indicates the number of
data items in the test set. The set ptest =

{
p1, p2, ..., pntest

}

comprises the predicted academic grades in the testing data.
We can calculate the pMSE and pMAPC values using
Eqs. (1) and (2). A lower pMSE value indicates higher pre-
dictive performance. Moreover, a higher pMAPC value in-
dicates higher model accuracy.

5. Results and Discussion

To obtain the best explanatory power of the regression model,
we extracted principal components from the original data after the
data preprocessing step in the proposed student academic perfor-
mance prediction model. In the scree plot shown in Fig. 3, each
bar of the bar chart and each point of the line chart represent the
explanatory power of each component and the accumulated ex-
planatory power, respectively. The explanatory power of the first
component for the regression model was higher than 81%. By
contrast, the accumulated explanatory power levels of six com-
ponents were higher than 96%, and the predictive performance
of the regression model for each component will be discussed in
Section 5.2.

5.1 MLR Model Evaluation of Goodness of Fit
In general, MLR is used to predict the value of dependent vari-

ables according to historical information. For selecting indepen-
dent variables, the causal relationship between independent and
dependent variables must be considered. For evaluating MLR,
traditional measures such as R2 and MSE are used to examine
the goodness of fit of regression models. In this study, the good-
ness of fit of the regression model was first examined using the
traditional measures. However, these traditional measures cannot
evaluate the predictive performance of regression models. Con-
sequently, teachers cannot obtain predictive accuracy by using
traditional measures in the actual teaching environment. There-
fore, we propose additional measures for determining the predic-
tive performance of regression models, thus enabling teachers to
evaluate predictive accuracy.

The MSE measure is used to evaluate how close a prediction
regression line is to a set of actual values of dependent vari-
able. This measure is used to calculate error variance by using
the residual sum of squares divided by the number of predicted
data. In a regression model, the residual is defined as the pre-
dictive value of data minus the actual value of the data. A lower
MSE value indicates a higher model goodness of fit. In the pro-
posed student academic performance prediction model, the aca-

Fig. 3 The explanatory power and accumulated explanatory power values
for each component.

Fig. 4 MSE value for each component in the regression model after PCA.

demic score in calculus serves as the predicted dependent vari-
able. Therefore, in this study, PCA was first performed, followed
by MLR using the extracted principal components. The ranges
of the predicted dependent variables and MSE were 0–100 and
0–10,000, respectively. The MSE values obtained in the regres-
sion model after PCA are presented in Fig. 4, indicating the MSE
range to be 108.27–248.1. This thus implies that the range of the
predictive error for each student was 10.4–15.8. Figure 4 shows
that when the number of applied principal components is 4, the
value of MSE is dramatically decreased to 152.83, after that, the
value of MSE is continue decreasing incrementally.

R2 is used to measure the explanatory power of a regression
model by using variances of percentage between the independent
and dependent variables. Moreover, R2 is one of the goodness-of-
fit measures for a regression model. A higher R2 value indicates
a higher explanatory power for the regression model. The R2 val-
ues for MLR performed in this study by using the components
extracted through PCA are presented in Fig. 4. According to the
first principal component in Fig. 3, the value of the explanatory
power for first component of the proposed regression model was
0.81, and this can be attributed to some missing information from
the original data because of PCA. In addition, for the first compo-
nent, the R2 value was only 0.03 (Fig. 4). The explanatory power
of the regression model increased when more components were
applied. Subsequently, the R2 value increased gradually, from
0.40 for 4 components to 0.58 for 27 components. According to
the increasing trend of R2 value after 4 components, the number
of applied components should be more than 4.

In addition to examining the goodness of fit of a regression
model by using R2 and MSE, the distribution of residuals for the
regression model must be examined to determine whether the hy-
pothesis of normal distribution is supported. In residual analysis,
the Q-Q plot is the most widely used technique to verify this hy-
pothesis. The results of residual analysis presented using the Q-Q
plot are shown in Fig. 5. As indicated in Figs. 5 (a) and (b), the
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Fig. 5 Results of residual analysis by using Q-Q plot.

distributions of residuals for the regression model involving MLR
without and with PCA are both similar to a straight line. The p
value of the test for the regression model involving MLR with-
out PCA was 0.35 and that for the regression model involving
MLR with PCA was 0.23. Thus, both the aforementioned results
support the hypothesis of normal distribution.

To address RQ1, according to the described results of the
goodness-of-fit test and residual analysis of the regression model,
the results of these measures obtained using MLR with and with-
out PCA are satisfactory. However, the explanatory power of the
regression model determined by using MLR with PCA was lower
than that determined by using MLR without PCA. Through the
use of MLR with PCA, the values of measures such as MSE and
R2 can be accepted in the field of education. For example, the
MSE value determined using MLR without PCA was 10.23 for
each student, and the MSE value determined using MLR with
PCA increased to 12.33 for each student, thus indicating that the
gap between the method of MLR without and with PCA is 1.9.
This gap is acceptable when the range of student scores from 0 to
100 is considered.

5.2 Improving MLR Predictive Accuracy Using PCA
The R2 and MSE measures can evaluate only the goodness of

fit of a regression model but cannot evaluate the accuracy of the
model. However, in practice, teachers need to know the perfor-
mance accuracy in order to reduce the risk of wasting resources
through incorrect interventions. Therefore, this study introduced
10-fold cross validation with shuffling to partition the original
dataset into a training dataset and testing dataset. The shuffling
mechanism enables overcoming the problem of higher residual
errors influenced by outlier data caused by a single round of 10-
fold cross validation. Moreover, we applied the pMAPC measure
to measure the accuracy of the regression model. According to
Fig. 6, the pMSE values in the first 4 rounds dropped from 503.4

Fig. 6 Influence of shuffling times on the value of pMSE for MLR without
PCA.

Table 1 Comparison of pMSE and pMAPC between MLR without PCA
and MLR with PCA (comp = 6).

pMSE pMAPC
MLR 455.87 0.71

MLR+PCA(comp=6) 198.62 0.81
p <0.05 <0.05

Fig. 7 Value of pMSE and pMAPC for each component after performing
PCA.

to 395.32. The maximal difference among the first 4 rounds was
as high as 27%; this was engendered by the outliers in the training
or testing datasets. To reduce the difference among the rounds,
we shuffled all data items after each round of 10-fold cross val-
idation. After 100 rounds of shuffling, the average pMSE value
could be considered as the pMSE value for the regression model.
The difference range of pMSE for the latter rounds was 447.51–
437.47, signifying that the difference range could be effectively
reduced to 2%.

The pMSE values for the regression model after cross valida-
tion are presented in Table 1. The pMSE and pMAPC values
for the regression model determined by using MLR without PCA
were 455.87 and 0.71, respectively. In the field of education, the
predictive error of students’ academic performance was close to
21, according to the pMSE value. Moreover, the academic scores
of 3 out of 10 students were inaccurately predicted.

According to the pMAPC equation in Section 4.3.3, we can
easily quantify the correct prediction rate, thus facilitating pre-
diction tasks in the real field of education. Incorrect prediction of
at-risk students not only increases the teaching costs after school
but also considerably influences the students’ psychologically.

For the regression model involving MLR with PCA, the pMSE
and pMAPC values for each component are presented in Fig. 7,
revealing that the optimal pMSE and pMAPC values could be ob-
tained by using six components. The optimal pMSE and pMAPC
values were 198.62 and 0.81, respectively. Therefore, the pre-
dictive error for each student’s academic score was close to 14;
furthermore, the academic scores of 8 out of 10 students were
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accurately predicted.
To address RQ2, a t-test was performed to examine the dif-

ference in the values of the predictive performance measures be-
tween MLR with and without PCA. The p values were less than
0.05 for pMSE and pMAPC (Table 1). Therefore, the predictive
performance of MLR can be improved considerably by using six
components of PCA. This result indicates that the original dataset
had two properties: first, strong correlations existed among the in-
dependent variables. Therefore, the predictive performance could
be improved using PCA, and six components could be used to
obtain the best predictive performance. Second, the outliers had
influenced the seventh to the twenty-seventh components. This is
thus the main reason for the optimal pMSE and pMAPC values
of the regression model obtained using six components.

5.3 Limitation
In this study, we proposed a methodology to establish a model

for predicting students’ academic performance. The model was
built from a dataset collected from Open edX and Maple T.A.
Moreover, we designed an 18-week learning activity that in-
cluded homework, quizzes, and video-based learning, and was
integrated with the aforementioned learning environment. In par-
ticular, the prediction model is associated with this learning ac-
tivity and these particular data attributes; thus, the model is not
applicable to other courses with different learning activities and
data attributes.

6. Conclusion

The aim of learning analytics is to improve learning perfor-
mance by predicting at-risk students and providing them with the
necessary intervention. With the increasing complexity of the
learning environment and diversity of available learning tools,
traditional prediction methods have some limitations. In this
study, we collected learning data from video-viewing, exercises,
quizzes, and homework in a blended calculus course to predict
student performance. First, we investigated whether MLR is
suitable for building a model for predicting students’ academic
scores. Subsequently, we combined PCA and MLR to improve
the predictive accuracy of the model.

According to goodness-of-fit and residual analysis results for
the established regression model, MLR is suitable for building a
student academic performance prediction model for the blended
calculus course with many variables. For providing the predictive
performance of teachers, we also propose the pMSE and pMAPC
measures by applying cross validation. According the analysis
results, the predictive performance of MLR with PCA was higher
than that of MLR without PCA. In the future, the original dataset
will be separated by middle exam to predict at-risk students at an
early stage. To validate the predicted students’ academic perfor-
mance, we also intend to provide the predicted information of the
at-risk students to the university.
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